sedak GmbH & Co. KG

Leading glass

sedak company has established itself as a premium manufacturer of large-format insulated and safety glass with its pioneering spirit since its founding in 2007. With its unique set of machinery, the Germany based glass manufacturer produces oversized glass up to 3.6 x 20 meters in a highly automated system. Raw glass is processed, tempered, laminated, printed, lamination bent and assembled into insulated glass over a production area measuring 35,000 qm. Since integrating Sunglass Industry srl, who are the Italian specialist in curved glass, it adds to sedak core expertise also to includes hot bending glass now. The expertise and inquiring minds of 190 sedak employees plus our customers’ ideas and visions are the driving force behind constant further development as glass manufacturer. During this process, sedak is continuously raising the bar to achieve maximum transparency while also constantly extending its scope of applications for the modern material with new solutions in lamination and bonding. As a full service supplier and a specialist in this high-expertise segment, sedak works alongside architects, developers, facade builders and metalwork companies to help advance tomorrow’s visionary architecture with today’s innovative products. Impressive reference projects include such iconic buildings as: Lakhta Center, St. Petersburg / House of European History, Brussels / Experimenta, Heilbronn / Torre Europa, Madrid / Iconsiam, Bangkok/Apple Park, Cupertino/Apple Cube, New York.
Applications

- glass façades
- glass roofs
- glass stairs
- glass balustrades
- ship building
- pool glazing
- safety glazing
- all-glass constructions
- interior design
- custom-made glass units
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